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A Message

From
Archbishop
Desmond Tutu

In spite of the physical distance
between us, we can become one in the
movement to replace aparthe id with
human rights.
The Southern Africa Media Center's
release of the eloquent and moving
film Witness to Apartheid now offers
every American a way of "traveling" to
our tortured land. It allows each of you
to enter into the teeming townships,
and meet the young boys and girls who
face daily the guns, tear gas and whips
of the police and army occupying our
communities. It allows you to get to
know these youngsters-as I know
them-as children, not as a mob, not as
demonstrators. They have come to the
tragic conclusion that freedom is more
precious than their tender lives.
The only way their cries for justice
can reach Americans is if each of you
consider show ing this film as your
moral obligation. I ask you to join in
the Southern Africa Media Center's
program "Together/ Against Apartheid." Invite other people of conscience into your home, school, church
or community center to screen Wi tness
to Apartheid or one of their other fine
fi lms.

After "witnessing" the unrelenting,
daily violence inflicted on our people, I
hope you will want to join us in taking
a stand against apartheid.
You can help in several ways. If you
wish to make a fi nancial contribution
for human rights work, there is a desperate need to support legal aid, medi cal care of torture victims and assistance to families of detainees.
Apartheid means apartness, separation, distance. The Southern Africa
Media Center allows you to reach out
and close the distances of apartheid, to
spend an evening in commuity and support with those of us fighting for our
freedom. The only remaining chan ce
for bringing peaceful change to South
Africa lies with the international community, especially Americans, who
understand and value the meaning of
freedom .
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Producer/director: Sharon Sopher
Co-producer/director: Kevin Harris
56 minutes, 1986
16mm: rental $85 sale $850
Video: rental $65, sale $490
Semi-theatrical: $125 vs. percentage

_,,The

victims of daily police terrorism
in South Africa call out to the
world in this unforgettable new film ,
Witness to Apartheid. At last the story
can be told through the voices of the
tortured children themselves, voices up
to now ignored by the media.
During the current unrest over 1500
blacks, many of them schoolchildren,
have been killed, over 10,000 detained
and 83% of these tortured, according to
recent reports. Archbishop Desmond
Tutu urged this film be made so the
outside world would recognize that,
"In South Africa it is no longer a question of civil rights; it's also a question
of basic human rights."
Witness to Apartheid lets us listen to
a young boy barely able to speak after
two weeks of beatings in detention, and
to members of the banned Congress of
South African Students, their identities hidden for fear of arrest.

I

. We also meet adults who are still trymg to change South Africa nonviolently: Mkhuseli Jack, the organizer
of a successful black consumer boycott
in Port Elizabeth; "Cheeky" Watson a
white merchant whose home was '
bombed because of his support for the
boycott; and Curtis Nkondo, a leader of
the United Democratic Front on trial
for treason. We feel the shame of Johan
Fourie, ~once-loyal Afrikaaner, who
now ferries wounded schoolchildren to
doctors who must treat them in secret.
We learn what happens to those who
speak out. An undertaker, who reveals
that 34 children he buried last year
had multiple bullet wounds, was taken
into police custody after the interview.
The filmmaker herself was detained
and harassed during filming in the
townships.
Archbishop Tutu concludes: "We've
got a new breed of children. They
believe they are going to die ... And the
frightening thing is, they actually
don't care; they're saying this thing is
going to be changed."
This compelling film can be used in
schools, churches, and living rooms
across America to move even the most
apathetic to support the struggle of
these courageous "witnesses to apartheid."

"My words (cannot) reproduce what one sees in
Witness to Apartheid. It is a brave and powerful
piece of journalism ...To see these things is to
know why South African blacks cannot be content, now, with piecemeal reform."
Anthony Lewis, New York Times

"One of the most heart-rending documentaries
ever to have come out of South Africa."
The London Times

"Even more courageous than Sopher and her colleagues in making this urgent film are the black
people-and the few brave whites committed to
change-who spoke freely to her for the record."
Los Angeles Times

"An impressive and effective way to acquaint
people around the world with the human rights
abuses in South Africa. No justification can exist
for 4year-olds shot dead in their yards."
Jimmy Carter

"Likely to create an uproar by its harrowing look
behind the scenes of apartheid."
The Economist

"The film's real strength is that it makes us bear
witness. The casualness of the brutality will put a
knot in your stomach: police fire left and right like
gunfighters at the OK Corral."
The Village Voice

"After watching this film, we are all witnesses to
torture. We must not avert our eyes from the reality that in South Africa today, children are being
attacked, detained, tortured and killed by their
government. The message is clear. Apartheid
must end-now."
Senator Edward Kennedy

Winnie and Nelson

MANDELA

Producer: National Black Programming
Consortium and Villon Films
Director: Peter Davis
58 minutes, 1986
16mm: rental $85 sale $850
Video: rental $65 sale $490
Semi-theatrical: $125 vs. percentage

N

elson Mandela is the almost
legendary leader of black So~th
Africa. His wife, Winnie, has earned
on their struggle since his imprisonment more than 20 years ago. Their
lives comprise a uniquely South African love story. Their fight for freedom
and human dignity personifies the long
and arduous path of resistance traveled by that country's black majority.
This film presents their tale through
Winnie's eyes: how she arrived in
Johannesburg in the 1950's and
became one of the first black social
workers· how she came to meet-and
marry-' lawyer and African National
Congress (ANC) leader Nelson Mandela; and how she was swept into the
struggle when she was jailed during
the Women's Campaigns, pregnant
with their first child.

Then came Sharpeville: 69 unarmed
black demonstrators shot dead by
police. A half-century of non-violent
protest had failed. Nelson , by ~ow
underground, set out to organize an
ANC guerilla force . Winnie would
never see her husband at home again;
soon thereafter Nelson was arrested
and sentenced to life imprisonment.
Winnie uncomfortably found herself
thrust more and more into the limelight, and harrassed mercilessly by the
authorities. Her description of torture
and one 16 month period of solitary
confinement is harrowing. Soon after
the Soweto uprisings Winnie was banished to a rural backwater 250 miles
from her home. Even there she continued her crusade, organizing a daycare center, community gardens, and a
health clinic. The film culminates
when Winnie, her own house and clinic
firebombed, defies her banning order
and illegally addresses a mass funeral
of black youths shot dead by police, her
iron determination inspiring a new
generation of freedom fighters.

"This is afilm that saddens, stuns ...and empow·
ers. Winnie and Nelson Mandela emerge as stead·
fast lovers, ardent comrades and the clear, right·
ful leaders of South Africa. This film will bruise
your heart, dampen your cheeks and strengthen
your soul."
Alice Walker

"A film vividly paced to the growth of one of the
most extraordinary people alive today. From the
pretty young welfare worker to the 'wife of Nelson
Mandela,' and her final emergence as a unique
focus and leader of the struggle against apartheid, Winnie Mandela almost steps right out of
the screen."
Nadine Gordimer

"Although the movie is unavoidably painful, film·
maker Peter Davis constructs an uplifting portrait
that humanizes these symbols of the anti·
apartheidmovement."
S.F. Examiner

WOZA
ALBERT!
Producer: David Thompson, BBC
55 minutes, 1982
16mm: rental $85 sale $850
Video: rental $65 sale $490

W

oza Albert! is the international
hit play written and performed
by two black South Africans which has
riveted audiences from Johannesburg
to New York. This extraordinary BBC
film takes the viewer beyond the
theater, interweaving scenes from the
play with actual visits by the two
actors to the labor exchanges, open-air
barbers, street vendors-the daily dramas of South African life-which
inspired their work. The film lets us
sense what it means to be black in
South Africa today.
Woza Albert! is based on an ironic
premise: what would happen if Jesus
Christ (Morena, in Sotho) returned to
the self-proclaimed Christian country
of South Africa? The result is a work

of dazzling energy-at once riotously
funny and deeply moving-which
recreates the rhythms, smells, and
sounds of the black townships. We can
feel the humiliation of having to sell
oneself to a white employer for the lowest wage, the terror of being caught
without a pass, and the resiliency and
humor which helps blacks continue the
fight for justice.
Although ultimately attacked by
South Africa's nuclear arsenal, Morena is resurrected. In the play's moving conclusion he turns to us, the
audience, and cries, "Woza Albert!
Rise Up, Albert!" summoning back to
the present struggle the spirit of
Albert Luthuli and other martyred
South African freedom fighters.
"Don't miss it. WOZA ALBERT! is a masterpiece.
Clive Barnes, New York Post

"The film is an ebullient, thoroughly ingratiating
tour de force, even as it lays bare the racist
obscenities of apartheid."
John O'Connor, New York Times

"A theatrical masterpiece... done with such style,
inventiveness and uniqueness it can only be characterized as genius. The film is at once entertaining and educational. Don't miss it under any
circumstances."
Roland Jefferson
The Black Scholar

Generations
Of Resistance

ment of apartheid in 1948, the
Defiance Campaigns and the Pondoland rebellion, Sharpeville, the building of the ANC underground, Steve
Biko, Soweto and the Black Consciousness Movement.

Producer: United Nations
Director: Peter Davis
52 minutes, 1980
16mm: rental $75 sale $750
Video: rental $65 sale $490
(also available in 30 minute version 16mm only:
rental $50 sale $450)

The definitive historical treatment of
the evolution of a social movement,
Generations of Resistance provides the
framework necessary for under standing the momentous events exploding in
South Africa today. It represents an
important achievement in recovering
the suppressed history of a colonized
people.

T

his unparalleled history of South
Africa reveals the tradition of
black resistance to white rule which
has been passed from old to young despite the persistant efforts of the South
African regime to crush it.
Generations of Resistance combines
the testimony of survivors of earlier
battles with rare and illum inating
archival footage to retrace the long
and arduous path black South Africans have traveled in their quest for
freedom . It begins with Bambata's
Rebellion of 1906, and moves through
the founding of the African National
Congress in 1912, dispossession of African lands, the pass laws, the enshrine-

"Measured, informative, and revealing ...a
detailed chronicle of black opposition to
apartheid."
The New York Times

"An exemplary educational film that should be
shown in every school in America."
Soho News

"Lively and interesting throughout...provides a
great service to an American audience. Black
South Africans have a history of conscious resistance. They have names, faces, and strong organizations-and we've finally got the news."
Cineaste

South Africa
Belongs To Us
Producer: Gerhard Schmidt
Director: Chris Austin
35 minutes, 1980
16mm: rental $50 sale $450
Video: rental $50 Sale $390

"Chris Austin's remarkable film is a modern saga
of human misery. He allows the facts-and the
women- to speak for themselves."
The Daily Express

"Five brave black women face the cameras ille·
gally to talk of their fear andfrustration under
apartheid ...lt is adamning tale they tell."
The Daily Mail

T

he press today is filled with
reports of violence and _detention?
in South Africa. But what 1s apartheid ,
and how does it affect everyday life?
South Africa B elongs to Us paints an
intimate portrait of five typical black
women and describes how their lives
are defined at every turn by apartheid's all -pervasive laws.
• Martha lives on an arid "reserve" caring for 13 children on the meager earnings sent home by her husband who
works 300 miles away; she has seen
him 20 times in 20 years.
• Carol, a hospital cleaner, shows U?
the prison-like barracks where she 1s
housed with 4,000 other women.
• Winnie is a public health nurse from
Soweto; she earns less than half her
white counterpart.
•Joyce is a live-in domestic who tends
to the needs of a white child; her own
four children must be boarded with relatives.
The first filmed interview with Winnie Mandela in 20 years provides a con text for understanding the unique
oppression of South African women
and their determination to fight for
change.

You Have
Struck A Rock!
Producer: Deborah May
28 minutes, 1981
16mm: rental $50 sale $450
Video: Rental $50 Sale $390

"A triumph! Captures with honesty and artistry
the vision and vitality of those women who have
devoted their lives to the fight for freedom and
equality."
Dr. Gwendolyn Carter

T

hough black South African women
suffer the triple oppression of
race,class, and sex, they have not been
silent. During the 1950's women took
the lead in mobilizing mass opposition
to apartheid. You Have Struck a Rock!
is the ebullient story of the women who
not only lived that history, but are still
making it today.
When the apartheid regime attempted to extend the hated pass system to
women in 1952, women by the thousands, utilizing techniques of civil disobedience, refused to accept their
passes and burned them publicly. The
government responded with increased
violence, new laws, and imprisonment.
It was only after a decade of resistance
culminating in the Sharpeville massacre, that the regime finally succeeded
in imposing the passes.
Lillian Ngoyi , Helen Josephs, Dora
Tamana, Frances Baard and others
tell their stories, illustrated with archival footage and punctuated with South
African music. Their lives-and this
film - are an inspiring tribute to the
spirit and perseverance of South African women.

Allan Boesak:

Choosing
For Justice
Producers: Hugo Cassirer
and Nadine Gordimer
Director: Hugo Cassirer
Narrator: James Earl Jones
28 minutes, 1984
16mm: rental $55 sale $490
Video: rental $50 sale $390

"A poignant and illuminating film, bringing to life
the conflicts, ironies and cruelties that make
South Africa such an extraordinary test of
humanity."
Anthony Lewis

"A film which exposes the spiritual dilemmas
beneath the political struggles."
Clyde Taylor, Black Collegian

" To preach the word of God relevantly in South Africa," Allan
Boesak observes, "is to walk through a
minefield blindfolded." This film traces the religious and political odyssey
of this Coloured (mixed race) mini ster
who in 1982 was elected the first nonwhite head of the 70 million member
World Alliance of Reformed Churches,
stunning white South Africa. He
promptly succeeded in having apartheid declared a "heresy."
Rev. Boesak explains how he found a
message of brotherhood and equ ality
at the heart of Christian tradition and
why he decided to devote his ministry
to ending apartheid's systematic division of man from man. The film concludes with Boesak's moving address
to the founding meeting of the United
Democratic Front, the multi-racial,
anti-apartheid umbrella group of 2 million. "The time has come for white people to realize their destiny is inextricably bound with our destiny ... We want
all our rights, here in an undivided
South Africa-and we want them
now."

NAMIBIA:
Africa's Last
Colony
Producers: Paul Hamann and Peter Salmon, BBC
52 minutes, 1984
Video only: rental $65 sale $490

"A disquieting film which should not be
missed."
The Sunday Times

"The television equivalent of a message in a bottle ... the compelling vision of acourageous churchwoman of the illegal occupation of her homeland."
The London Times

"A terrifying, saddening documentary about
South African brutality ...The arguments and statistics are clearly presented, while the images
make us want to turn away in horror."
The Observer

N

amibia: Africas's Last Colony is a
cry for help from a terrorized people. Nora Chase, education director of
the Namibian Council of Churches,
takes us on a journey through her tortured land in this the most comprehensive film on Namibia ever made.
She describes how first German,
then British, and now South African
occupiers have enriched themselves off
her country's vast mineral resources,
while the indigenous people have been
condemned to poverty. Although
whites comprise less than 10% of the
population, they own two-thirds of all
the land.
To maintain their rule, the South
African government has relied on a policy of terror. It is hard to forget the
image of a man roasted alive by police
for trying to prevent the rape of his
wife. But Nora Chase and others who
have joined the SW APO liberation
movement explain why, despite the
dangers, they are defying the South
African authorities and speaking out
to the world.

Moving On:

The Hunger
For Land
In Zimbabwe
Producer/director: Peter Entell
Sponsor: Belgium-Zimbabwe
Friendship Association
52 minutes, 1982
16mm: rental $85 sale $850
Video: rental $65 sale $490

"A moving and informative portrayal of ayoung
nation's complex struggle to overcome genera·
tions of racist oppression and build asociety that
addresses the needs and rights of all its people."
Mayor Andrew Young

F

or more than a decade black Zimbabweans fought a bitter guerilla
war to take back control of their land .
Now that the war has been won, Moving On asks how the African majority's
hunger for land can be satisfied.

Moving On expertly recounts the history of this rich agricultural land from
before the arrival of the Europeans to
the present. Today Zimbabwe grapples
with the challenges of development,
especially the crucial dilemma of how
to enfranchise the displaced black subsistance farmers hoping to reclaim
their ancestral lands and yet maintain
the country's white commercial agricultural sector. The film makes the
issue personal and accessible by contrasting the stories of two families , one
black and one white. It provides an
illuminating case-study of the complex
legacy of colonialism.

LAST GRAVE

ATDIMBAZA
Producer: Nana Mahomo
55 minutes, 1974
16mm rental only: $50

T

his is the groundbreaking film
which introduced America to the
devastating human costs of apartheid.
So powerful is its indictment that the
South African government produced a
film specifically to counter its impact.

CROSSROADS/

SOUTH AFRICA
Producer: Jonathan Wacks
50 minutes, 1980
16mm only Rental: $75, sale: $685

F

or years the residents of Crossroads-a sprawling community of
tens of thousands of squatters- have
withstood the authorities repeated
attempts to bulldoze their homes. This
film tells the harrowing tale of this mil itant symbol of defiance of the apartheid regime.

THE
DISCARDED
PEOPLE
Producer: Grenada TV (G.B.)
30 minutes, 1981
16mm: rental $50 sale $450
Video: rental $50 sale $390

I

n 1979 South African Minister of
Cooperation and Development Dr.
Piet Koornhof assured an American
audience: "Apartheid as the world
knew it is dead ." But The Discarded
People revealed that hidden from the
eyes of the world South Africa was
zealously pursuing a genocidal of ruthlessly removing millions of blacks to
arid mock "homelands" where they
starve.

SIX DAYS
IN SOWETO
Producer: Antony Thomas, ATV
55 minutes, 1978
16mm rental: $75

A

cclaimed filmmaker Antony
Thomas provides a classic study of
the historic 1976 Soweto uprisings,
their causes and their aftermath. His
film offers vivid and unforgettable
insights into the marginalization
which led unarmed schoolchildren to
confront the guns, dogs, and tanks of
the police forces.

An Evening
TOGETHER/ AGAINST
APARTHEID
·'

What you can do today to help
stop apartheid tomorrow . ..
We in the United States, Archbishop
Tutu has stressed, must play a crucial
role if there is to be a peaceful solution
in $outh Africa. This year the South"
em Africa Media Center encourages
all its film users to gather togethertheir neighbors and colleagues to
spend an evening Together/Against
Apartheid. The evening is designed to
enable viewers to go beyond a mere
screening of a film, to translate their
insights .and anger into concrete acts of
support for the victims of apartheid.
To aid this process, all film and tape
orders will be accompanied by the following optional action resources:

• Pledge cards for the South African
Council of Churches' Emergency
Fund which provides legal, medical
and financial aid to the victims of
police brutality and their families.
• Easy-to-fill-out postcards which can
be mailed to elected officials and
business leaders expressing viewers'
opinions on U.S. policies towards
South Africa.
• An "organizing handbook" detailing
how to set up grassroots screenings
in homes, high schools, churches,
community centers and city councils.
• Background information on apartheid and a resource guide to
national organizations and campaigns which can deepen local organizing efforts.
In addition, experienced Southern
Africa Media Center staff are happy to
help groups tailor their evenings
Together/Against Apartheid to local
organizing and educational tasks.

BOOKING FILMS
Booking. Films and tapes may be
reserved in writing or by telephone
for a specified playdate. Book as far
in advance as possible to assure
availability of titles. Please have
ready an address where films can
be received during working hours;
post office boxes are not acceptable.
Return Shipping. Subsequent bookers
are dependent on your prompt return
of films. Films must be returned the
first working day after the playdate by
the carrier indicated on our confirmation only. Bookers are responsible for
all return shipping and insurance
charges-and for substantial additional charges for late returns.
Discounts. California Newsreel wants
everyone to be able to use these films.
High school teachers, church and community groups may request discounts
by telephone only. All discounted bookings must be prepaid at least two
weeks before the playdate.
Southern Africa Media Center
California Newsreel
630 Natoma Street
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-621-6196
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